Decision making about operability in non-small cell lung cancer.
With the introduction of combined modality therapy and better staging techniques, the role of surgical resection for non-small cell lung cancer is continuously redefined. The final aim of surgical treatment for lung cancer is complete resection, also after neoadjuvant or induction therapy. Precise criteria for complete resection have recently been defined. Definite indications for surgery include clinical stages I, II and resectable IIIA. The precise role for surgical resection in stage IIIA-N2 lung cancer remains controversial but only downstaged patients should be considered. Stage IIIB is mostly treated by chemoradiotherapy. Accurate peroperative or surgical staging is necessary, as well regarding the tumour as nodal factor, to determine the extent of resection. A systematic nodal dissection should be performed including at least three hilar and three mediastinal lymph node stations. Post-induction surgical therapy often represents a greater technical challenge due to a pronounced hilar and mediastinal fibrosis. Downstaging is an important prognostic factor and persisting mediastinal lymph node involvement carries a poor prognosis. The optimal restaging method has not been established yet, but a pathological proof should be obtained. Remediastinoscopy is feasible with an acceptable accuracy but less invasive techniques are currently evaluated.